This work addresses the challenge of minimizing the energy consumption of a wireless communication network by joint optimization of the base station transmit power and the cell activity. A mixedinteger nonlinear optimization problem is formulated, for which a computationally tractable linear inner approximation algorithm is provided. The proposed method offers great flexibility in optimizing the network operation by considering multiple system parameters jointly, which mitigates a major drawback of existing state-of-the-art schemes that are mostly based on heuristics. Simulation results show that the proposed method exhibits high performance in decreasing the energy consumption, and provides implicit load balancing in difficult high demand scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the evolution of wireless communication networks over the recent years, new technologies have been proposed to fulfill the increasing performance requirements for the upcoming fifth generation (5G) and subsequent generations of mobile communication networks [1] - [3] .
In addition to serving users with ever increasing data rates, novel applications require very low latency connections and extreme reliability. Among the most promising technologies for 5G are Massive-MIMO systems, Millimeter-Wave communications and heterogeneous network structures with dense cell deployments. Between these three options, the latter one arguably poses the lowest technological risks and level of commitment from network providers. For such dense and heterogeneous networks, the existing cell architecture is supplemented with additional cells containing base stations of variable size, both in transmit power and coverage area. This densification of the network has been identified as a promising and scalable approach for the next decades of wireless communications [4] - [6] . Due to the increase in intercell interferences limiting the achievable data throughput, novel control schemes for such networks need to be devised that supersede the established strategy of deploying additional cells without increasing the amount of coordination between them [7] - [9] . The wireless communication networks of the future are envisioned to have a significantly higher energy efficiency in terms of energy consumption per transmitted bit of data. In the 5G standard, this will be achieved trough intelligent switching of each cell's operation between active phases and sleep modes -abandoning the always-on and always-connected concept of contemporary base stations -a dynamic scaling of the transmit power, and an energy-focused design of multi-antenna systems [8] , [10] - [12] .
We propose a method for minimizing the energy consumption of the wireless communication network, subject to cell load constraints that prevent cells from being unable to serve the demand of associated users with their available time-frequency resources. This approach is suitable for the planning the network parameters ahead of operation, and complements energy efficient transceiver techniques commonly applied in-operation for example to maximize instantaneous data rates. In previous research, extensive effort has been invested into the analysis and optimization of cell loads for heterogeneous mobile communication networks [13] - [18] . The cell load has been used in various schemes to optimize the transmit powers [19] , [20] , in the design of energy-efficient beamformers for multi-antenna systems [21] , [22] , and to optimize the cell on-off status to enable scheduling for sleep mode and activity periods [23] , [24] . These methods share one fundamental disadvantage, which is that they cannot jointly optimize the transmit power and the cell activity status. Switching cells off is just considered implicitly, as the transmit power being scaled down to zero [19] , [25] . The transmit power in a practical system however might be lower-bounded by a nonzero level, for example due to transmit power independent losses and nonlinearities in the power amplifiers [26] - [28] . Heuristic approaches also heavily rely on the cell load being a strictly decreasing continuous function of its transmit power, which requires multiple simplifications in the way how the network is modeled, particularly regarding the used adaptive modulation and coding schemes. For example, the load a user adds to a cell needs to be a strictly decreasing function of the user's signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), the assignment of users to cells needs to be constant and the operable transmit power range needs to be lower-bound by zero, which all do not necessarily apply in practical systems.
In this work, we propose an approach for minimizing the network's energy consumption based on Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP), which expands upon state of the art solutions in the following aspects: leads to a mixed-integer problem as, e.g. the transmit power is optimized on a continuous scale and the cell activity indicator is binary.
• While the original optimization problem is nonlinear and computationally intractable to solve, we propose a linear inner approximation. The solution of this approximate problem is always feasible for the original problem.
• The proposed method easily incorporates additional convex constraints such as minimum transmit power and minimum SINR threshold constraints as well as upper bounds on the user rates due to finite modulation and coding schemes.
• The assignment of users to cells is one of the design parameters, and changes dynamically according to which cell provides the strongest signal. The proposed scheme also allows the incorporation of other user allocation rules.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section II we introduce the system model for the wireless communication network. A mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) approach to minimize the network's energy consumption is introduced in Section III, for which we provide an inner linear approximation (MILP). Simulation results for different energy consumption models and a comparative analysis between the proposed and alternative methods are provided in Section IV. Finally, we summarize the results and provide an outlook onto future work in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a downlink wireless communication network with K cells, each equipped with a single antenna base station (BS). The transmit power of the BS in cell k = 1, . . . , K is denoted as p k , and the vector of all transmit powers as p = [p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p K ] T . In the following we assume that each cell is defined as the coverage area of the BS, and therefore we use the terms interchangeably. In practical networks the transmit power p k is generally confined to lie in a the interval
where, due to physical hardware limitations, such as linearity constraints in the power amplifiers and radiation efficiency requirements of the antenna the thresholds P MIN k and P MAX k are positive (excluding P MIN k = 0) and finite [26] - [28] . The network contains M demand points (DP) with DP m = 1, . . . , M having the data demand D m . A DP may represent a single mobile node, or in case of a cluster of closely spaced mobile nodes with similar channel characteristics to the connected BS, the accumulation of multiple nodes. The gain of BS k is denoted byg BS k , correspondingly we useg DP m as the antenna gain of the DP m. The large-scale path attenuation factor of signals transmitted from the BS in cell k to DP m are denoted asg PATH mk . Small scale fading parameters will be neglected because the proposed method is assumed to be applied on a network planning timescale, and on averaged rather than instantaneous channel information.
Combining the aforementioned factors, we denote as g km =g BS kg PATH mkg DP m the attenuation factor for transmissions between BS k and DP m.
The SINR of cell k serving DP m can be modeled as
where σ 2 represents the variance of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This corresponds to an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) system with full frequency reuse between cells. The bandwidth efficiency of BS k serving DP m is denoted as η BW km [29] , and the total available system bandwidth is W . Gains in data rate achievable in multi-antenna systems can also be accounted for through the bandwidth efficiency parameter η BW km . The achieved radio downlink bandwidth [30] of cell k in DP m can, e.g., be determined as
where the interferences are treated as noise. To satisfy the data demand D m in DP m, cell k needs to allocate the fraction D m /B km of its resources. In order to model the allocation of DPs to BSs, we use the binary parameter
and we denote as A ∈ {0, 1} K×M the combined allocation matrix. We assume that each DP is allocated to a single BS, so that K k=1 A km = 1. To determine the fraction of available resources required by a cell in order to satisfy the data demand D m of all its allocated DPs m, as specified by A km , we compute the total load factor ρ k of cell k [29] , [31] as
We further define the vector of load factors ρ = [ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . , ρ K ] T . It is observable that ρ k > 0 holds and that cell k is not overloaded if ρ k ≤ 1. An overloaded cell, with ρ k > 1, cannot serve the minimum data demands D m of its allocated DPs under the present SINR conditions. Under these circumstances, new connections cannot be established, and existing connections have to be dropped. Let
denote, for later reference, the inverse rate, measured in time per transmitted bit, corresponding to a link with SINR γ.
The interference term j=1,...,K\{k} p j g jm + σ 2 in Eq. (2) can be weighted with the load factors ρ j of interfering cells, to account for the fact that lightly loaded cells do not need to fully use their available time-frequency resources and therefore generate on average lower levels of interference than heavily loaded ones [14] , [29] , [31] . Because even lightly loaded cells might fully interfere with each other if there are no coordination mechanisms employed, we will use, without loss of generality, the "worst-case" assumption of full interference between active cells in our simulations.
To indicate the on-off activity status of cells, we introduce the binary model parameter
and the vector x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x K ] T representing the activity status of all cells in the network.
We define the energy consumption of cell k as
where Γ (x k , p k , ρ k ) is an arbitrary linearly increasing function of the cell's on-off status x k , transmit power p k and load ρ k . For example, the energy consumption function used in Eq. (8) can be defined as
where the parameters κ 1 , κ 2 and κ 3 are weighting factors for the cell's energy consumption based on the on-off status, transmit power, and load factor, respectively, and T 0 is a time constant. The load factor of a cell can impact its power consumption because it reflects the amount of its utilization [32] . Recent network models therefore have established that, especially for small cells, the power consumption is best modeled as a function of the cell load in addition to the transmit power [20] , [25] . Note that the terms x k ,p k /P MAX k andρ k cannot exceed the value 1, for 6 each cell k. For more sophisticated models for the power consumption of mobile communication BSs, which incorporate energy consumption of wired backhaul, and individual factors for all components of the BS we refer to [27] , [33] - [35] . Since our model can use any combination of the three factors in Eq. (8), we obtain a highly flexible approach for energy minimization, which is shown in the following Section III.
III. ENERGY CONSUMPTION OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize the energy consumption of the wireless network as defined in Eq. (8), subject to DP to BS allocation-, minimum SINR-and cell load constraints. Physical layer requirements of the wireless communications standard, such as the used modulation and coding scheme in LTE-A, impose a minimum SINR level γ MIN > 0 for the transmission link to provide a non-zero rate, and define τ MAX = f (γ MIN ). The load term
therefore is the highest load DP m contributes to the overall load (5) of cell k.
The SINR threshold γ MAX denotes the SINR-level where, for γ ≥ γ MAX , the highest available modulation-and coding scheme is used such that the maximum rate is achieved, and a further increase in SINR is not associated with an additional increase in rate. The inverse of the log-term in Eq. (5) for SINR-levels γ ≥ γ MAX is denoted as τ MIN = f γ MAX . We further define
For the allocation of DPs to cells, we assume that cell range expansion is being utilized [14] , [36] , with θ k denoting the bias value of cell k. DP m is allocated to the cell k that provides the highest product of received signal power p k g k m and bias value θ k . Using as optimization parameters the binary cell activity indicator x ∈ {0, 1} K×1 and allocation indicator A ∈ {0, 1} M ×K , the continuous transmit power parameter p ∈ R K×1 0+ and the cell load ρ ∈ R K×1 0+ , the energy minimization problem can be formulated as following:
In problem (11) , the objective (11a) aims to minimize the overall systems' energy consumption, which is the sum of the energy consumption of individual cells as defined in (8) and (9) . The constraint (11b) defines the feasible transmit power range of cell k restricted according to (1) .
Each DP m is served by exactly one cell k, and only active cells {k|x k = 1} can serve any DP, as specified by (11c) and (11d), respectively. Constraint (11e) enforces that, each DP m is allocated to the cell k that provides highest product of received signal power and bias value 1 .
The load constraint that cell k has to satisfy, as defined in (5), is specified in (11h).
Problem (11) is a combinatorial and nonconvex MINLP, and thus generally very difficult to solve. While significant advancements have been made for convex MINLPs [37] , [38] , it is universally agreed upon that nonconvex MINLPs pose a significant computational challenge where the chances of finding an optimal solution to any given problem highly depend on the problem size and structure [39] , [40] . To maintain robustness and scalability for schemes based on network optimization problems, it is therefore advisable to find an MILP that represents a linear inner approximation or a linear reformulation of the original MINLP. The objective function (11a) and constraints (11e), (11f) and (11h) contain the bilinear term x k p k . We introduce a new variablep k p k x k and reformulate (11) as the following equivalent problem:
subject to
Using a lifting strategy, we will in the following introduce auxiliary parameters to represent bilinear products of optimization variables, which a more tractable, linear problem structure at the cost of increased problem dimensionality. Towards this aim, the bilinear products of binary allocation parameters A km and cell transmit powersp k in Eqs. (12c), (12d) and (12e) have to be linearized. We define the set
with the binary parameter b and the real parameter r with 0 ≤ r ≤ r. The inequalities defining L in (13) are affine in r, b and a, and (r, r, b, a) ∈ L enforces a = rb, which will be used in the following reformulations to linearize bilinear products of binary and continuous optimization parameters [41] . 9 We introduce an new variable Ω km and the corresponding matrix Ω ∈ R K×M
0+
. For the proposed lifting approach, we install p k , P MAX k , A km , Ω km ∈ L ∀k, m in problem (12) , which enforces
that Ω km =p k A km , such that we can reformulate (11) as:
From (11) to (14) , the auxiliary parameter Ω has been used in constraints (14b), (14c) and (14d) to replace Ω km =p k A km , whereas the remaining optimization parameters remain unchanged.
The solution of problem (14) can therefore be used to easily obtain the corresponding solutions for problem (11) and vice-versa. Thus, both formulations can be considered equivalent.
Problem (14) is an integer linear program except for constraint (14d), which is nonlinear due to the log-term in the function f + τ MIN (γ) as defined in (10), the fractional SINR-term and the allocation factor A km . In the following, we propose an affine inner approximation of (14d)-(14e). We define a set of I linear functions
which satisfy the upper bound property
as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Since f (γ) in (6) is strictly decreasing, we conclude that all u i (γ) can be designed such that α i ≤ 0 ∀ i. To approximate the load for γ ≥ γ MAX , as depicted in Fig. 1 , We introduce the optimization parameter µ km designed to be an upper bound of the load term in Eq. (14d), such that
and the corresponding matrix µ ∈ R K×M
. For the interval γ MIN ≤ γ ≤ γ MAX , we reformulate the log-term contained in the function f + τ MIN (γ) in the constraint (14d) as
where for (15)-(17)
We further denote the product of µ km and allocation parameter A km as Λ km = µ km A km and the corresponding matrix as Λ ∈ R K×M
. This bilinear product formulation for Λ is replaced by a linear reformulation using (13) by adding the constraint that (µ km , β 1 , A km , Λ km ) ∈ L.
In order to approximate the interference levels in the denominator of the SINR term Eq. (2), we introduce the scalar interference levels Ψ nkm with interference scenario index n = 1, . . . , N, and the corresponding three-dimensional scalar tensor Ψ ∈ R N ×K×M
. We also introduce a binary interference scenario selection parameter φ nkm and the corresponding three-dimensional binary tensor φ ∈ {0, 1} N ×K×M . To ensure that the solution of the approximate problem is always feasible for the original, we add the constraint that the selected discrete interference level is always an over-approximation of the actual interference:
When implementing the selection parameter φ in Eq. (19), we replace the bilinear product p k g km φ nkm with an auxiliary parameter, for which we introduce the lifting variable Φ nkm = p k g km φ nkm with the corresponding tensor variable Φ ∈ R N ×K×M
. Again, the product computation of Φ will be replaced by an auxiliary parameter using (13) by adding the constraint
The proposed linear inner approximation of (14) is the following:
subject to (11c) − (11d), (12b), (13), (14b) − (14c), (14f), (20) Proof. The transmit power constraints (12b), the allocation constraints (11c)-(11d) and the signal power constraints (14b)-(14c) are identical in problem (14) and (21) .
The proposition therefore holds if the load in (21b) is an inner approximation of that in (14d),
Due to (21f), we have Λ km = µ km A km , therefore (22) is satisfied if
from which, with (21e) and (16) applied to the left-and right-hand side of Eq. (23), respectively, we obtain
Due to the constraints (21g), which implement the bilinear constraint Φ nkm =p k g km φ nkm , and
Substituting (25) in the left-hand side of (24), we obtain the inequality
which holds due to the constraint (20) for α i ≤ 0 ∀ i, thus proving the proposition.
The tightness of the approximating problem (21) with regards to problem (14) depends on two factors. The first factor is related to how closely the linear functions u i approximate the load function as in Eq. (16) . The second factor is how closely the discrete interference levels Ψ nkm approximate the actual interference level j=1,...,K (1 − Ω jm )g jm + σ 2 . Proposition 1 holds irrespectively the choice of the discrete interference levels Ψ nkm . Certain changes in interference levels, specifically the removal of strongest interferers, cause large differences in the load caused by a DP. The levels Ψ nkm can be chosen in such a way that these changes can be reflected by the selection of a different interference scenario. The accuracy of the inner approximation can be improved by using a larger number of interference levels, at the cost of increased problem complexity. We propose to construct, for each pair (m, k) of DP m allocated to cell k, interference levels Ψ nkm that mainly reflect transmit power changes of the first-and second-strongest interferers [42] - [44] . With v = arg max j\{k} (p j g jm )
and w = arg max j\{k,v}}
we compute our interference levels as Ψ nkm = l P n p v g vm + l S n p w g wm + l R n j\{k,v,w}
where the parameters l P n ,l S n and l R n denote the weighting factors for primary-, secondary-and remaining interferers, respectively. Keeping in mind that we focus on transmit power changes for the first-and second strongest interferers, a suitable set of weighting factors to compute the interference levels Ψ nkm is shown, for example, in Table I .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we simulate a heterogeneous wireless communication network containing 4 macro-and 4 pico cells as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The selected system parameters are summarized in Table II . The selectable transmit power range and antenna gains are chosen as 36dBm − 46dBm with 15dB antenna gain for macro cells and 26dBm − 36dBm with 5dB antenna gain for small cells. A bias value of θ k = 2dB is used for small cells to slightly increase their coverage area. The proposed method using Problem (21) was solved using CVX for MATLAB [46] , [47] and Gurobi as a MILP solver [48] . For the energy consumption modeling of cells we use Eq. (9) with κ 1 = 0.5, κ 2 = 0.5 and κ 3 = 0. This implies that the power consumption of cell k depends on its on-off status indicator x k and its transmit power p k . The power consumption is modeled this way in order to allow comparability of the proposed MILP with an established heuristic method proposed in [19] that focuses on transmit power minimization. As a performance benchmark for our energy minimization algorithm we use the power scaling method introduced in [19] , which we extended in the following ways to make it applicable to our problem: power scaling is used for all possible configurations of all cells' on-off status x. Resulting transmit powers obtained by the algorithm of [19] that lie below or above the bounds specified in Table II are projected to the lower-and upper bound respectively. Then, the best configuration that does not violate load constraints is selected as the solution. This algorithm therefore combines an exhaustive search over all configurations for x with power scaling being used in each configuration. It is in the following in all figures denoted as "power scaling + exh. search". The second approach we use for comparison is an exhaustive search over all combinations of cells being switched on or off, with the transmit powers being problem (21) is compared to the solutions of the aforementioned max. power cell switching and combined power scaling and exhaustive search methods [19] . The probability of obtaining a feasible solution with no overloaded cells is illustrated in Fig.3 . The proposed MILP based method is much more likely to find a feasible and power-minimized solution even in high demand scenarios. In the following we discuss the performance indicators: energy consumption, cell load, and number of active cells. To ensure a fair comparison, the respective averages were computed only from those scenarios that were solved by all methods. Fig. 4 shows the average power consumption achieved by each of the three considered energy minimization schemes.
The proposed MILP-based approach achieves lower power consumption levels than both the cell switching and the heuristic approach. The cell switching method noticeably achieves good performance up until about 3Mbit/s, with the performance significantly deteriorating for higher demands.
In Fig. 5 , the average number of active cells is shown. For very low demands, it can be observed that the number of cells is not increasing continuously with the demand, as the proposed algorithm for some scenarios serves all users exclusively with pico cells, instead of using a single macro cell. In practice this does not pose a problem since for these low load levels offloading is not required. On average however less than 4 cells are being used, showing that small cells are only used sporadically or for low demand levels. For very high demand levels, the proposed method utilizes the lowest number of cells.
The average load factor of active cells is shown in Fig. 6 . It is observable that the cell load does not converge to 1 even for high loads. It was shown in [19] that for minimum energy consumption, the load would be equal to 1. This however only holds if the transmit power can be increased or decreased without bounds (i.e. for P MIN = 0 and P MIN = ∞), and if the cell load is a strictly decreasing function of the transmit power. With the upper-and lower bounds on the transmit power, the discontinuities we introduced in the load computation, and the user allocation changing dynamically with the transmit powers, we observe from Fig. 6 that this property no longer holds. could be dedicated to combining existing heuristic methods with an utilization of the proposed approach to optimize smaller clusters of the network, to allow for better scalability.
APPENDIX
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , we aim to find linear functions
indicated with i = 1, . . . , I, which satisfy the condition
with α i ≤ 0 ∀ i. The problem of finding suitable linear functions u i (γ) is equivalent to finding a set of breakpoints on f (γ) where the linear functions u i are the lines connecting each two respectively neighboring break points. As discussed in [49] , [50] , a good breakpoint selection strategy is to start with the function values of the interval endpoints as the first two breakpoints.
Assuming the line connecting these two points to be the linearization solution, we compute 20 the position γ where the maximum approximation error occurs. If that error is larger than a predefined threshold ǫ, we add a breakpoint at that position, and we again determine the linear functions between neighboring breakpoints. The procedure is then continued until in each interval between two breakpoints the maximum approximation error is lower than ǫ.
Assuming u(γ) ≥ f (γ), we define the approximation error function
= αγ + β − 1 log 2 (γ + 1) (33) and the derivative dξ(γ) dγ = α + log(2) (γ + 1) log 2 (γ + 1)
.
There is dξ(γ) dγ = 0 for
where W is the Lambert W-Function defined as y = f −1 (ye y ) = W (ye y ) . To determine the set of breakpoints we define the procedure BPS (Algorithm 1) which returns a set of breakpoints necessary between given interval endpoints (γ 1 , γ 2 ). This way a set of γ-positions of the breakpoints on f (γ) can be obtained, and by connecting each respectively neighboring pair of points in this set, the linear functions u i (γ) can be determined and used in Problem (21) .
